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Deeply Bound Composite Fermion with a Dirac Magnetic Moment

Myron Bander, T.-W. Chiu, Gordon L. Shaw, and Dennis Silverman
Department of Physics, University of California, Irvine, Calzfornia 9271 7

(H,eceived 4 May 1981)

We formulate a model in which a light pointlike composite fermion is obtained dynamic-
ally from two heavy relativistic constituents bound by strong, short-range forces with the
bound-state mass as low as one-tenth the sum of the constituent masses, while still ob-
taining the correct Dirac moment for this bound state (a factor of 5 greater than that of
the constituents). Other static properties and details of the spectrum are investigated.

PACS numbers: 12.20.Hx, 11.10.Qr, 14.60.-z, 14.80.Dq

The idea that leptons and quarks are composites
of more fundamental, heavier constituents has
been recently suggested by ~any authors. ' These
models are constrained by known properties of
quarks and leptons. The most stringent dynam-
ical ones, which we shall take as a guide, are
as follows: (i) Absence, to a part in 10', of any
nonelectromagnetic Pauli moment for the elec-
tron and muon. (ii) Any form factors for the
leptons must have a scale ~100 GeV. ' (iii) The
bound-state spectrum should have no low-lying
j= 2 states. ' (iv) The known leptons couple to the
charged weak interactions via a left-handed cur-
rent such that g„/g„~ l.

Since condition (i) is the most stringent, both
as a theoretical requirement and as a constraint
on models, we will elaborate on it somewhat.
Nonrelativistic intuition leads us to expect that
a bound state with mass m ~ made out of constit-
uents of mass m, would have a gyr omagnetic
ratio of the order of mn/m, .' For some models
this ratio j.s much smaller than 1, rather than
the Dirac value g=2. Relativistic effects must
play a crucial role in increasing the value of g. '
It has been conjectured' ' that if the theory is
renormalizable on the constituent level, implying
that the constituent fermions have Dirac magnetic
moments, then it will be renormalizable on the
bound-state level, again implying a Dirac moment
for the bound state. Dispersion-relation calcu-
lations indicate that the bound state will have a
Dirac magnetic moment up to corrections of the
order mn/m, .'

Until now, discussions of composite models
have concentrated largely on group-theoretic
considerations, ' magnetic-moment constraints, "
and anomaly conditions. ' A relativistic dynamic
calculation is needed. " In this Letter we present
such a calculation. We consider a model system
which consists of a spin- —,

' fermion with mass mf,
a scalar boson with mass ns„and a heavy gauge
field with mass m, . Both the scalar and fermion

carry a "supercharge" which couples them to the
gauge boson and in turn to each other. In addi-
tion the fermion couples to the electroweak gauge
bosons, to the photon with charge e, and to the
W's via a left-handed current. Before providing
details of the calculation we will state the re-
sults and confront them with the four conditions
outlined earlier. (i) We can bind the constituents
as tight as ms =0.1(mt+m, ) while achieving a
Dirac moment for the spin-2 bound state (a fac-
tor of 5 larger than the constituent moment).
(ii) The size of the bound state is of the order of

m, ', with m as large as four times the typical
constituent mass. (iii) No other bound states
occur in either the spin--,' or higher spin con-
figurations. (iv) At the above -mentioned range
of ms the value of g„/gr is -0.8.

These results may be viewed both optimistical-
ly and pessimistically. On one hand we are able
to obtain a deeply bound state with the correct
magnetic moment (a, nonrelativistic estimate
would indicate that it should be a factor of 5

smaller) and a. value of g„/gr that is close to the
expected one, although somewhat small. An ac-
ceptable size for the bound state exists and no
other unwanted bound states appear. On the other
hand, we cannot push this simple model, which
neglects multiparticle states, much further in
order to obtain a much deeper bound state that
has the correct static properties. Another draw-
back is that even at this state the model is highly
unnatural in that its parameters have to be finely
tuned.

We now turn to the details of the calculation.
The relativistic equation that we use" is based
on the fermion field equation

(p -m )V(» =[g /(»)')fd'~&(u V)C(~), -
where gf is the supercharge of the fermion and

A„ is the gauge potentia1. . We study the bound-
state wave function 4's q(s) by taking the matrix
element of Eq. (1) between the bound state, ~B, h),
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with momentum B and z component of spin X and a, state of the scalar particle, I s), with momentum s:
e- q(s) =- &s I g(B —s) I

B A. &-

From Eq. (1) we obtain

[(p —g) —mf ] &s I g(B —s) I B, a) = [gf/(2)() '] p fd'q &s I g(B —s —q) I n) (n I g(q) I B, a ),

(2)

where In) is a complete set of intermediate states. So far this equation is exact; the approximation
consists of keeping a select set of intermediate states. As all the constituent particles are heavy, it
is reasonable to assume that states consisting of many of these will not be important. As a first ap-
proximation we take In) to be the scalar particle itself. We note that we will obtain an equation linear
in 4B q(s). Before we write it down we have to specify the matrix element of the gauge potential be-
tween scalar states:

8+8'(s' IA„(B-s -q) is)=(2~)'5'(8-q-s') ', , ",F(s —s'),

where g, is the supercharge of the scalar particle. We have included a form factor,

s'(s -s') =-A'/[(s —s')'- A'],

in order to soften the short-distance behavior. This guarantees that the resulting equations are of the
Fredholm type and removes possible restrictions on the size of the coupling characteristic of Dirac
equations with potentials having a 1/r singularity. Such a form factor arises naturally if the scalar is
itself composed of two fermions. The resulting equation is

(6)

where ~, '=s +m, is the energy of the scalar particle. "
To solve this equation we first go to the rest frame of the bound state, B =(m~, 5), and perform a

partial-wave analysis. For positive-parity, j=-,' states the four-component spinor 4' reduces to

(7)

and Eq. (6) reduces to two coupled integral equations for g and f. The spectrum at the left-hand side
of Eq. (6) determines the region of bound-state masses to be"

We shall. also need expressions for some of the static properties of the bound state. The charge and
magnetic moment are obtained from the matrix element of the electromagnetic current

V S
&B', ~'Ip»&IB, ~&=+, &„F,(q')+ '""q +,(q') u, =(2~) '

2
( 'B~'Iyl s)y„&~'IgiB, ~&.

mg J 2rvs
(9)

The last approximate equality is in the same spirit as the approximation that led to Eq. (6), namely,
of placing a complete set of states between the p and g and retaining only the scalar particles. We ob-
tain

G~(0) =E,(0) =(2)7) ' fd's(2u, ) '(f'+g'),
which we normalize to 1, and

(10)

G„(0) =g, (0) + g (0) =(2s) ' g' ——— * —fg +—g —f--ds f' 2&v, 2 s Bf sg
s 3 3 ~s ~s

Similarly the matrix element of the axial current yields

g~/g2 =(») 'Jd's(2~. ) '(8- f')
The integral equations for f and g were solved numerically by the collocation method. The out-

(12)
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Derman, Ref. 1, has done a calculation of a deeply
bound state at ~i&=0 using the Bethe-Salpeter equation
with ~f «ms and a scalar potential. He then uses this
solution to estimate the magnetic moment for finite m~.
However, as Derman states, this extension to m~ &0 is
not justified. Thus his calculations do not represent a

dynamical
calculation of the magnetic moment.
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12We prefer this equation to the Bethe-Salpeter equa-
tion for the following reasons: (1) Because of the con-
servation of the on-shell scalar current, it is gauge
invariant. (2) In the limit m,. it reduces- to the
Dirac equation. (3) In the nonrelativistic limit it re-
duces to the Schrodinger equation with the correct
reduced mass. (4) It is easier to solve and interpret.

The absolute value in Eq. (8) results from the scalar
field equation.

These coincidences are found numerically to a great
accuracy.

J. Rafelski, L. P. Fulcher, and A. Klein, Phys. Rep.
38C, 227 (1978).

Electric Dipole Moment of the Neutron in a Left-Right-Symmetric Theory
of CP Nonconservation

G. Beall
DePartment of Physics, University of California, Irvine, California 927I7

A. Soni
Department of Physics, University of California, Los Angeles, California 90024

(Received 11 May 1981)

The electric dipole moment of the neutron ( p„'} is calculated in the left-right-sym-
metic theory of Mohapatra and Pati and related to CP-nonconservirg parameters of the
neutral kaon system, yielding the bound p„')10 "~ q+ —qoJ e cm. Recent measure-
ments of Ko —2 ~ amplitudes indicate that p„may well be of order 10 e ~ cm which is
several orders of magnitude larger than the prediction of the Kobayashi-Maskawa model
and only a few times smaller than the current experimental limit p,„'(expt} (6& 10 ~ e ~ cm.

PACS numbers: 13.40.Fn, 11.30.Er, 12.20.Hx, 14.20.Cg

The observed asymmetry between left- and gauges. ' The observed magnitude of CP noncon-
right-handed currents in weak interactions has servation has been readily accommodated in such
often been speculated to be a low-energy phenom- a model by linking it to the suppressed right-
enon. ' Models of electroweak interactions have handed currents. ' Unfortunately, the confirma-
been proposed in which the unbroken Lagrangian tion of these ideas may have to await the con-
possesses a left-right symmetry (LRS) based on struction of accelerators many times more pow-
the group SU(2)z, @SU(2)z U(l) and the parity erful than the ones now available unless' one can
nonconservation seen at ordinary energies is im- think of effects that for some reason are sup-
plemented by introducing different scales of sym- pressed if the underlying intera. ctions are purely
metry breaking for the left- and right-handed left-handed, i.e. , V-A. One such effect is the
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